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ABSTRACT 

This paper argues that the earliest Pan Grave evidence was not necessarily related to Medjay specialized workmen, reported to be employed in 

Egypt since the Old Kingdom, but mainly to families of Eastern Desert pastoral nomads looking/or a better living, who took advantage of cracks 

in Egyptian political control at the end of the Middle Kingdom to enter the Nile Valley. During the Second Intermediate Period, entire families 

of Medjay had to readjust subsistence and way to live in order to be able to stay and interact with Egyptian communities. Pas tor al nomads who 

change their subsistence keeping their cultural tradition are defined in anthropological theory as peripatetic. Archaeologi-cal evidence recently 

found in West Bank Aswan is examined as case study to support this assumption. The theory on peripatetic nomads is applied to the 

archaeological record to better explain the socio-economic landscape of the early Pan Grave communities. 

INTRODUCTION: EGYPT, ANTHROPOLOGICAL THEORIES 

AND THE PAN GRAVE 

In spite of what the ancient Egyptians liked to believe, and 

that Egyptologists have long perpetuated through their almost 
exclusive and uncritical reliance on written sources, Egypt has 

Aswan • Kom Ombo Archaeoroglcal Proj ct 

~ 
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never been an island surrounded only by chaos. Its location at the 
crossroads between the Near East, the Mediterranean and Africa 

strongly enhanced the inter-cultural interaction between the 

Egyptians and their close and distant neighbors. Evidence of the 

interaction with the Near East and the Mediterranean has always 

been highly pursued because the great civilizations of Egypt and 

Haggar e/-Ghorab 
Nag e/-Qarmlla 

Wadi el-Tawil 

Figure I: Map ofW est Bank Aswan with the location of the sites mentioned in the text 
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The Aswan•Kom Ombo Arcliaeological Proje<t 
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Figures 2a (above) and 2b (below): Cemetery WKI I at Nag el-Qarmila: a) map of the excavated area; b) the area after excavation 
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Mesopotamia, based on agriculture, writing, cities and states, have 
become in the past centuries the "cradle of the Western 
civilization." Instead, a sort of primeval cultural division between 
Egypt and its African hinterland has been assumed for long time. 
Recent scholarship has deeply challenged chis view,' putting into 

spot the African roots of one of the greatest civilizations of the 
ancient world. Applying the classical ancient Egyptian concept of 
duality "Egypt in opposition to the others," which is a metaphor 
for "order over ch,ws," che "ochers" are moscly represented in the 

Ei,,')'ptian imagery as captured enemies. Often, though, the king 
smiting the enemies docs not have co be seen as a real event, but as 
the symbolic representation of the order controlling over chaos. In 
other words, it represents the expression of the Egyptian ideology 

and ultimately the outcome of political propaganda. As a matter 
of face, what the archaeologic;J record tells is a different story. 

The region of the First Cataract of the Nile, corresponding 

during the dynastic period to the first Nome of Ta-Setj, 

represented the geographical, culcural and political boarder 
between Egypt ,md Nubia. The building of a fortress on 

Elephantine Island and during the Middle Kingdom of a wall, 
going from the southern perimeter of the cataract cowards Shella!, 
should be interpreted as "living" emphases to that boarder. 

Following the ancient Egyptian and a more recent colonialist 
viewpoint a sharp boundary visible in culcunJ m,trkers should be 
expected. Recent anthropological scholarship, however, has 
reconceptualized frontiers as zones of cultural interfaces and 
fluidity in group affiliations. The assumption is that frontiers are 
socially charged places where processes of multicultural 
interaction, adjustment and/ or transformation arc regularly 
created.2 New archaeological research in the Aswan region has 
revealed that the interaction between Egyptians and N ubians in 
their boundary region was much more complex than previously 
thought, affecting the time, space and nature of the interaction. 
Communities of the two ethnic groups had always lived together, 
networking at any level of their social life, even creating a mixed 
culture in the Predynastic period.0 

The Pan Grave culture refers to a nomadic Nubian group 
identified along the Nile Valley, both in Egypt and Nubia, from 
the end of the Middle Kingdom through the beginning of the New 
Kingdom ( c. 1800-1500 BCE). The name was coined by Petrie at 

the end of the 19th century following the rounded shape of the 
graves.4 The Pan Grave is best known from cemeteries located 
along the Nile in Eh'YPt and Lower Nubia. It has been divided in 
two major phases: 5 the larger cemeteries, those with richer 
funerary offerings and with display of weapons, are for the most 
part d,tted to the second phase, contemporary to the 17th Dyn,tsty 
of Upper Egypt, the Hyksos dominance in the Delta and the 
supremacy ofKerma in Nubia, suggesting a shift through times in 
the Pan Grave socio-economic setting. The deceased was placed in 
a pit, contracted on its right side, and typically laid upon mats or 
hair. The tomb w,ts usually marked by a stone tumulus, at least in 
its earlier phase and in Nubia. One of the most characteristic finds 

in Pan Grave combs arc bucrania of domestic animals, mainly of 
sheep/goats and kss often of catcle, which were painted with red, 
white and black patterns. Their distinctive pottery has a wide 
distribution throughout the Nile V,Jley and in Egypt it was often 
found within Egyptian settlements or mining localities, ,Jong the 

Nile and in the deserts. Tombs also included many items of 
personal adornment such as shell bracelets, mother-of-pearl 

spacers, as well as Cowrie and Nerita shell beads, all interpreted as 

illustrative of Pan Grave Red Sea connections.6 Other decorative 
items such as beads and wire torques have been found together 
with leather kilts and sand,Js. Some tombs, particularly of the later 
phase, included Egyptian weapons. No domestic architectural 

features are known for the Pan Grave culture; few temporary 
campsites have been reported thus far, displaying only perishable 
structures.7 

The traditional view on Pan Grave is largely based upon 
ancient Egypti,m sources and old excavations reports. Possibly 

referred co by the ancient Egyptians as A1ed:fay, the Pan Grave 

people seem to have their origins in the Eastern Desert and the Red 
Sea Hills (Afoija-land) and are culturally and physically distinct 

from Nilotic N ubians8
, whom the Egyptians referred to as 

Nehesyw. The Medjaw are mentioned in the Egyptian texts since 

the end of the Old Kingdom; during that period they are referred 
to mainly as mercenaries in the Egyptian ,mny. In the Middle 
Kingdom there is an increase of reports on Madjayw being 
employed by the E!,,,yptians as herdsmen, traders, royal attendants, 
specialized temple employees, temple dancers, desert and border 
patrols, ,md administrative assist,tnts in Lower Nubia fortresses. 
Boch male and female are mentioned in the ,mcienc sources, 

although female arc more infrequenr.9 Y ct, thus far any 
archaeological evidence of such presence has been discovered along 
the Nile Valley before the end of the Middle Kingdom, with the 
exception of Nubian pottery found in Egyptian contexts. One of 

such contexts is Elephantine Island, where an unbroken sequence 
of Nubian pottcty was found throughout the site chronology.10 

Regrettably, before the Second Intermediate Period it is almost 
impossible to distinguish Nubian pottery made by Eastern Desert 
dwellers from chat made by ocher Nubians living in Egypt, such as 
the C-Group. An explanation for absence of archaeological 
evidence, or more precisely for selective archaeological evidence, 
may be found in two Egyptian tcxts.11 The Scmna Dispatch n. 3, 
dated to the late 12th Dynasty, reign of Amenemhet III, reports 
char patrolmen from Mirgissa fortress encountered a family of 
seven Medjay near the Nile Valley. They were brought to the 
fortress for questioning, but then they were sent back to the desert. 
Another contemporaneous dispatch from Semna (n. 5) reports 
that an extended family of nomads (two men, three women and 
two children) arrived ,tt Elephantine looking for work because the 
desert was "dying of hunger." Again, the patrolmen dismissed 
them to the desert on the same day. These two administrative texts 
do not mention potential mercenaries or specialized employees, 
bur families of nomads from the Eastern Desert who reached the 
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Nile Valley both in rhc region of the Second and the First Cataract 
looking for chances co work as the desert was particularly arid at 
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that time, but they were nor allowed co stay. The policy of keeping 
desert dwellers out of the Valley is suggested also by the name given 
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figures 3 {left) and 4 {right): .Egyptian pottery from cemeteries WKll and SM14 

co the Middle Kingdom fortress of Serra East in Lower Nubia, 
called "Repelling-che-Medjay." 12 

Thus, the current data seem to suggest chat during the Old, 

and particularly the Middle Kingdom, nomads from the Eastern 
Desert were allowed to enter Ei-,'Ypt only for specific purposes, such 
as being pare of military contingents or employed by temples and 
the administration, but they could not settle freely along the Nile 
with their families. Interestingly enough, at least during the lace 
Middle Kingdom, C-Group communities from Lower Nubia are 
attested in Upper Egypt as far north as Thebes, as proved by the 
discovery of cemcrcrics in Kubbaniya, Hicrakonpolis and 
Armant. n The reason for such behavior, which evidently was not 

related to ethnic discrimination, may be found in major climatic 
changes that occurred during rhe 2nd millennium BCE. 14 A first 
abrupt episode is dated co c. 2200-1900 BCE and is assumed co be 
rhc cause of rhc Old Kingdom collapse. A second catastrophic 
episode is dated co c. 1200-1000 BCE and was the cause for the 
colbpse not only of che Egypti,tn New Kingdom buc of the whole 
Bronze Age system in che Ne,u Ktsc. Between these two major 
events, a succession of minor arid episodes arc reported, one of 
which corresponds in time co the Second Intermediate Period (c. 

1600 BCE). Contemporary to the 2nd millennium dry phase, 
which affected che entire Sal1ara and che Near Ease, a series of 
exceptionally high Nile floods with occasional failures are 

reported; they were caused by greater monsoon rainfall in the 
highlands of the Horn of Africa, from where both the lllue Nile 
and the Nile's major tributary, the Atbara, originate.15 The 
adoption in the Middle Kingdom of a policy of repelling the 
Eastern Desert dwellers might have been for Egypt a way to 

control immigration and demographic surplus, because if on the 
one hand high floods were perceived as blessing, 16 on the ocher 
hand they forced the E1,,7ptians co move away from rhc river any 
building or activity, reducing the space in the valley at their 
disposal, not to mention their catastrophic potential. 
Understanding the re,tson why C-Group people were instead 
allowed to enter Egypt during the second part of the Middle 
Kingdom is a difficult cask, which deserves to be carefully 
addressed in a proper venue. 

This paper argues that the etrliesr Pan Grave evidence in 
Upper Egypt and Lower Nubia was not necessarily related to 

Medjay specialized workmen, but mainly to families of Eastern 
Desert nomads looking for a better living who took advantage of 
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Figures Sa (above) and Sb (below): Map a11d overview of cemetery SM14 ac Sheikh Mohamed 
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cracks in chc E1:,,yptian political control to enter the region at the 
end of the Middle KingdomY During the few hundred years of 
the Second Intermediate Period families of Medjay could finally 
entered the Nile Valley and become arch,teologically visible, with 
the name of Pan Grave. It must be s,tid, though, th,tt Pan Grave 

archac.:ological evidence in chc Eastern Desert of Egypt and Nubia 
is still to be identified, possibly because of little archaeological 

investigation in the area. The archaeological disappearance of Pan 
Grave, buc not of Medjay, along the Nile corresponds to the 
restoration of Egyptian centralized power at the beginning of the 
New Kingdom. As a continuum with specialized activities 
traditionally performed by Medjay in Egypt, those small, 
ethnically recruited, kinship-based extended families appear co 

have made their living by providing goods and services to the larger 
population. This time, not only single individuals or selected p,trt 
of a group, but chc entire family seeded along the Nile and had to 
readjust subsistence and way co live in order to be able to stay and 
interact with the local communities. Nomads who live offering 
crafts ,md services co the settled popuhtion are defined in 

anthropological theory as peripatetic (people who walk from place 
co place; itincrants).18 They exploit a social resource base that is 
characterized by intermittent demand and patchy geographical 
distribution. Peripatetics usually utilize a wide range of 
procurement and maintenance strategies. Their relations with the 
surrounding populations arc marked by opportunistic and shifting 

economic responses, ethnic separation, and ideological opposition 
that sanction the economic exploitation of the host population. 
They have their own history, cultural traditions, and language. 
Ltrgely egalitari,m, their social organization recognizes no leaders 
beyond an occasional "big man." Most viable social units consist of 

endogamous family bands whose composition and distribution 
fluctuates according co concentration of exploitable resources and 
the degree of amity among members. Peripatetics retain a built-in 
flexibility to adapt as the environment changes, but maintain a 
strong ethnic identity. Nowadays the most famous peripatetic 

nomads are the "Roma" or gypsies. Indeed, also the Medjay 

offering crafts and specialized services co the Egyptians in the Old 
and Middle Kingdoms may be defined as peripatetic; the 
difference with those under discussion is chat they appears to be 
selected people living among the Egyptians who did not leave 
archaeological record, except for pottery found in Egyptian 

contexts, and knowledge of chem mainly relics on E1:,,yptian 
written and artistic sources. 

Pan Grave sites recently found by The Aswan-Korn Ombo 
Archaeological Project (AKAP) in the area of West Bank Asw,t11 
have been examined as case srndy to support this assumption. The 
archac.:ological finds, or material culture, were evaluated in 
reference to the connection between artifacts and social relations. 
Artifacts, in fact, cannot be considered as simple physical things, 
but arher possess a culturally-attributed expansion of beliefa, 

practices (habitus), 19 contexts and extensions in cime.211 Human 

activities involving creation, production, use and discard of 

material things arc fundamental in che creation and 
transformation of social and cultural identities and the structuring 
of social institutions through times.21 The application of the 
theory on peripatetic nom:tds co the archaeological record better 
explains the socio-economic landscape of the early Pan Grave 

communities from a key area such as that of chc First Cataract. 

PAN GRAVE FROM WEST BANK ASWAN: THE 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Over the past few years The Aswan-Korn Ombo 
Archaeological Project, a joint venture between Yale University 
and University of Bologna, has discovered Pan Grave sites on the 
West Bank Aswan between Qubbet el-Hawa and Wadi el-Tawil 

(Figure 1 ). They consist of three cemeteries, possible associated 
campsites and what seems co be a watching station; Middle 
Nubian rock art is also reported from the area. The Sheikh 
Mohamed cemetery (SM14) is situated midway between Qubbet 
el-Hawa and Kubbaniya, the cemetery at Nag el-Qarmila (WKl 1) 
is located right to the north of Wadi Ku bbaniya, while char in 
Wadi el-T,twil (WT!) is few kilometers north than WKll. A 
similar pattern characterizes the location of these burial grounds; 
in face, they do not directly face the Nile, although the river is 
visible from their locations, but are placed on the southern side of 
a small khor (WKll) and wadis (SM14, WT!) connecting the 
river co the \Vestern Desert, looking north. A campsite related to 

the cemetery in Nag d-Qarmila (WK14) has been located along 
the river, to the south o( and opposite co, the cemetery; it is on top 
of a Predynastic cemetery, in a place heavily discurbed by modern 
and past human activities. Fragments of Egyptian and Pan Grave 
ceramics, as well as a lichic assemblage made on quartz identify che 
site. Ephemeral archaeological evidence of campsites associated to 

the ocher cemeteries is reported and consists of few and badly 
preserved potsherds (boch Egyptian and Nubian in che case of 

Wadi cl-Tawil). In Wadi cl-Faras (\VF16) the sherds were found 
below meters of alluvial deposit, identified only through 
geoarchaeological drill coring. In Wadi el-Tawil (WT 2), sherds 
were found on che surface in an area heavy damaged by modern 
activities. The location ofboch findings is consistent, in relation co 
the graveyard and to the river, with that reported in Nag el
Qarmila, suggesting a pattern also for the position of the 
settlements, and between the secclcmcnc and. the cemetery. The 
possible watching station (NH 11 ), again identified through few, 
small and very badly preserved Egypti,m and P,t11 Grave sherds, is 
located on cop of che plateau overlooking che village of N,tg el
Faras, right to the south of the homonymous wadi, the last main 
connection co the Western Desert before Qubbec el-Hawa, in a 
place with evidence of ancient quarrying, stone structures and 
shelters, and ,t great number of pottery from different periods. The 
nearest cemetery and campsite to the watching station arc chose in 
Sheikh Mohamed. Finally, Middle Nubian rock art has been 
reported in the area, mainly along the Nile, particularly at Haggar 
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Figures 6a (above) and 6b (below): Overview and map of cemetery WT! at Wadi el-Tawil 

Asuan - Kom Ornbo Archaeological Project 
Wadi cl-Tawil (Aswan) 
WT 1 Surfa;e map 
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d-Gorab (SM13) where the rocky wall of the plateau 

monumentally reaches chc river creating a significant landmark. 

Evidence ofC-Group and Middle Kingdom pottery was found at 
che site, hue not yet Pan Grave.22 lnsce,1d, ,1 small drawing of ,1 cow 

in Middle Nubian style h,1s been found close to cemetery WTl, in 

an area where no C-Group evidence has been recovered thus far. 
The West Bank at Aswan was relatively serried during 

cheMiddle Kingdom, by both Egyptian and C-Group 
communities; a C-Group cemetery was discovered in Wadi 

Kubbaniya, where, interestingly enough, no Pan Grave has been 

found. During chc Second Intermediate Period, instead, the area 

appears quire depopulated; apart from the Pan Grave no Egyptian 
sites have been found yet. Contemporary activity in the local 

quarries is not yet established. An army scribe and soldiers of town 
regiments are mentioned in rock inscriptions recovered in che area 

and dated to chc 12th and 13th Dynasties. So far only chc Nag cl
Qarmila cemetery has been partially excavated; those in Sheikh 

Mohamed. and. Wadi el-Tawil, instead., were the object of a 
systematic artefacts collection and. mapping of stone structures 

visible on surface.23 According to che Egyptian pottery found. on 
sites cemetery \VKl 1 has co be dated to early-mid 13th Dynasty, 

while SM 14 seems to be slightly later in time; data from WTI are 

still too scanty to produce a secure dating. Nevertheless, 
chronologically spealdng all sites corresponds co the e.1rliest ph,1se 

of the Pan Grave presence along the Nilc,21 roughly contemporary 

co chc 13th Dynasty. No sites dated co chc 17 ch Dynasty have been 
discovered yet. 

Cemetery WKJ 1 at Nag el-Qarmila 

The necropolis WKl l at Nag d-Qarmila covers an area of 

approximately 20x30m and was heavily plundered in antiquity. In 

2007 a long central trench measuring 8xl 5m was excavated 

revealing the presence of two main combs (Tomb 9 and Tomb I 7), 
chrcc smaller ones (Tomb 22, Tomb 18, Tomb 30), five ofl:cring 

places and a variety of shallow and deep holes cut into the bedrock, 

some of which were definitely emplacement for pots (Figures 2a 
and. 2b ). The larger combs are located on the northern edge of the 

site and seem co be surrounded by two concentric rows of ca. 15 
combs. The excavation revealed liccle stratigraphical sequence: a 

thick layer of yellow aeolian sand was covering the stone structures 

and most of the archaeological material was found on top of 
potholes and offering places set on the bedrock.25 The most 

significant fe.1cure of the cemetery is the presence of the round. 

scone su perstruccures, still found in situ albeit collapsed. The 

dimensions of the stone rings arc also remarkable. Tomb 9 is the 

largest and better preserved: it measures 7m in diameter and has 

two concentric lines of sandstone slabs surrounding a deep, 
roughly round pit cue into che bedrock. The sandstone slabs were 

sec on a purposivdy prepared "mud-ring" constituted of mud and 

small-to-medium size gravel of crushed local sandstone, and placed 
on the bedrock that, in this area, creates a compact and flat natural 

floor. Many cattle and sheep/goat horns, a number of them still 

bearing traces of red paint, were found resting directly on chc floor 

between the two stone rings, creating a line. Despite the dimension 
of che scone rings, the pit in T omh 9 is quite small ( max diameter 

1.40m) and round in shape providing evidence chat the body was 

in contracted position. Due co chc very poor condition of chc 
human remains it is not possible to establish the original 

orientation of the deceased. Traces of matting and animal skin 
with hair ,1t che bottom of the pit ,md all around che walls confirms 

the traditional Pan Grave custom of placing the body on leather, 

below which a mat is set. 

The excavation in the area around Tomb 9 has uncovered 
evidence of diverse and intensive funerary rituals both at the time 

of burial and. during lacer visits: some of the potholes are sealed. by 
the mud ring showing ,1 first funeral activity when the deceased 

was buried; others arc instead cut into the mud ring itself 

providing evidence of secondary funerary rituals by followers. 

Abundant traces of ash and ochre powder showed. incense ritual 
activity, which suggests a strong symbolic and ideological behavior, 

as well as ,l eight kinship relation within the extended family. The 
same archaeological features, albeit on a smaller scale than chose 

which survive for Tomb 9, were identified in the other excavated 

cumuli, including the offering places around the pit. The finding 
of sheep/goat and rnccle charred body remains suggest part of 

those animals where ritually cooked as offering to chc dcad.26 Of 

special interest is the finding at the bottom of one of the largest 
potholes north of Tomb 22 of a base belonging to one of the large 

Egypti,m scoage jars in Marl A4 (Figure 3: 1). These jars are quite 

tall and although the pit was deep and large enough for the base co 

fit in, the upper part of chc body would have been visible from chc 

surface (and likely adjacent to or even leaning onto the cumulus 

scone structure). They were therefore not placed with the grave 
goods inside the tomb, as it is often the case for these types of jars 

in Eh,yptian burials, but arc found outside the cumuli and arc 

thcn:forc most lilccly related with chc foncrary rituals and offerings 

carried out during or after the burial has taken place. Interestingly, 

Rzeuska'7 has noticed that a similar position for analogous jars can 

be found. only in Nubia and exclusively in C-Group cemeteries. 
Instead, an Eb,yptian hemispherical cup was found in its original 

location in one of the potholes northwest of Tomb 9. It is 

therefore lilccly chat the majority of Egyptian vessels were placed 
outside the grave pits. 

The Egyptian pocrery retrieved from WKl 1 is small in number 

(less than 30 diagnostics) and disphys a limited range of sh,1pes ,md 

fabrics (Figures 3 and 4). What follows is a summary of the analysis 

made and published by Carla Gallorini:28 

With the exclusion of medium-sized jars in Marl C, 

which seems to be the most common type at the site, types 

are usually attested by only one or two diagnostics. Open 

{omts are rare and attested mostly in Nile silt_{ahrics. 'J 'hey 

include two "hemi;pherical cups" in N ile BI and two small 
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dishes in Nile B2. 'J'he only other open_(orm is a medium

sized bowl with modelled rim in Afarl A4. Jars of various 

fabrics and sizes constitute the bulk of the Egyptian pottery 

from the site. Among the closed jorm in 1Vile silts are a 

beaker-iar in Nile Bl, and two small jars with folded rim 

and red slipped outside in Nile B2. One of the jars has a 

small hole drilled post jlringjust below the rim, suggesting 

an ancient repair. The only survivingjar in 1Vile Chas a 

folded rim and a decoration of(ive incised lines encircling 

the shoulder. Marl clays jars are better attested. The 

assemblage includes the rim sherd .from a small jar with 

folded rim and corrugated neck in Marl A3, a medium

sized jar with folded rim, bag-shaped body and round base 

in Marl A4, and at least 2 examples o/a type qf'largejar 

with/olded rim, tall neck, long qlindrical body and round 

hase, also in l'vfarl A4. Both examples are uncoated and 

have incised decoration around the shoulder. One also 

shows scraping marks on the exterior q/the hase and a post

/tring mark on the upper part of' the hody. 29 Marl C is 

attested with both variant CI and C2 and used {or 

medium-sizerl hand-made, ovoid-jars with round hase and 

the characteristic extemally_(olded rim, the shape qf' which 

may vary _from simply round to fairly elongate u,ith out

turned lip. 'J he neck is either extremely short or, usually, 

non-existent. One o/the.Jars has a pre-firing mark incised 

;ust below the base ofthe rim. A sherd which is much eroded 

is_from a medium-sized jar, but examples in a larger size 

also occur, with a very characteristic rim shape, obtained 

{irst_folding the wall outward and then applying pressure to 

the lower part of the rim. In this way the base of the rim 

becomes thinner, while the upper part remains thicker and 

rounded. Some examples display a roughly-applied short 

spout on the upper part of the shoulder suggesting the 

possibility that all rims of this shape belong to ;pouted 

vessels. 10 

All the types listed above are well known _forms in the 

late 12th/13th Dynasty pottery repertoire. Hemispherical 

cups in Nile Bl, the omnipresent drinking cups qf' the 

Middle Kingdom, are chronologically sensitive, with the 

shape changes gradually th1·ough timeji-om heing wide and 

shallow to narrow and deep. Both cupsfrom WK 11 helong 

to the "open" shape,'1 the earliest in the steady evolution of' 

this type, and the vessel index of' the only complete cup is 

J 66. Another commonflnd in Late Afiddle Kingdom and 

Second Intermediate Period J·ites across E~'(J!Pf are beakers

;ars. They were produced both in Nile Bl and Nile B2. 

According to the current knowledge, the earlier examples of 

the shape were produced mainly, fnot exclusively, in Nile 

BI and that by the mid-late 13th Dynasty the type in Nile 

B2 became progressively more cornmon. The mediu-m-sized 

;ars in 1'1arl C are another well-known type in the Late 

1'1iddle Kingdom and Second Intermediate Period pottery 

repertoire .. E The shape ofthe vessel changed over time:from 

an earlier globular shape, which coexisted with a hag

shaped version, to a _form with an elongated body, which 

appears at the end of the 13th Dynasty. 11 farsjrom WKJ 1 

belong to the bag-shaped farm. One ofthe jars jrom WK 11 

bears a mark, incised b~fore jlring on the shoulder, 

immediately below the rim. The presence of ,·uch mark is 

interesting, e,pecial!y if it is correct to sug_rzpt that pre-flring 

marks are Linked to the logistic/administrative a;pects of 

the vessels'jlnal distribution and imply the presence qj'a 

central administration capable of' supplying vessels and 

provisions for royal buildings and domains. 11 It is also 

worth mentioning that the same pre-firing mark is attested 

twice in the corpus qj'pre-firing marksj,wn Kahun." 'J'o 

conclude, the pottery assemhlagefrom Nag el-Qarmil.a is 

1vell rooted in the 12th I 13th Dynasty potte1y traditions of' 

both Upper and Lower Egypt. 'J he considerahle presence of' 

Marl C qflers a direct link to the Memphis/ Fayum rq(i.on 16 

and the Residence style;li whiles the occurrence qf'i'Vlarl A4 

and A3, together with the high incidence q/ incised 

decoration, indicates an association with the Upper 

flgyptian ceramic tradition. 18 Parallels from the 

neighboring fllephantine suggest a date into the early to 

mid-13th Dynasty, as does the high proportion ~f Marl C 

in the assemblage. 39 A short note on the flgyptian pottery 

collected from the Pan Grave campsite WK14 is worth in 

con.firming the date ofthe cemetery. }lfany sherds.from very 

large restricted basins with jolded rim in jabric Nile C were 

found (Figure 4: eJ). Broadly they belong to the same type 

of "Hole-mouth cooking pot': a well-known shape in 

settlement site of ],ate Middle Kingdom and Second 

Intermediate Period date. They are attested throughout 

flgypt in a variety ojfahrics, Nile B2, Nile C and Nile fl 

being the most common. 

In 2012 a fragment of a Tell el-Yahudiyeh small juglet possibly 
of type Piriform 240 h,ts also heen found from the surface 

collection. 

Apart from the Eb'Yptian and Nubian pottery, the latter 
discussed below, other common items recovered at the site, both 

inside and outside the grave pits were: beads of ostrich egg-shell, 
few examples of which are still unfinished, ,md more rnrely of black 

stone or faience, mother of pearl spacers, one rounded bone 

earring, a small round mother of pearl earring, a fragment of 
incised Spatha shell, an intact Spatha shell, probably used as a kohl-
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Figure 8: Scarab and inscription found in cemetery WT I 

palette, and a rim o f a kohl-pot in white alabaster. Few pebbles and 

lithic debitage were found as well. As a curiosity, fragments of 

black mouthed A-Group vessels were recorded in different spots."1 

Of the m,my fragments of hum,m bone, over 35 percent of the 

material was collene<l from the surface, a valm· that attests to the 

ammmt of post-depositional damage to du: site, an<l almost 75 

pncent of clu: material was uni<lcntifiabk. A minimum number of 

individuals, an estimate of seven, was calculated and includes the 

remains of 5 adults, I juvenile and I possibly newborn, 

Unfortunately, because of the condition of the material an<l an 

inability to isolate discrete individuals, it was not possible to 

determine how 111any males and females w ere present, only that 

both sexes are represented in the sample, Not particular evidence 

of diseases was noted, only arthritis ,md few healed trauma. The 

identification of skeletons of males, females, ,md children suggests 

cl1at the cemetery was used by a family group.4; 

Cemetery SM/1 in Sheikh Mohamed 

The ce111etery SM 14 in Sheikl1 Mohamed is divided in nvo 

,treas by ,Ul ephemeral and shallow wadi, Arca A to the cast and 

Arca B to the west (figures Sa and Sb). In total the ccmctcrywvcrs 

,Ul area of 60x40m, ,md it is alrc.idy plu ndercd. About 18 tumuli 

arc <lcrccrabk from rhc smfacc, half from each area.' 1 'hc tumuli arc 

round in shape with a ran~e of almost I.Sm to 2111 in <liamctcr. 1 'hc 

!ourn,1/~/Anrirnl T:t)'fli,1n lme,rontw:,iow I hrtp://iati.lihrary.m•iz,>M.edu I Vol, 6:1, 2014111-2~ 20 
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building technique of the stone superstructures, as well as their 

dimensions, follows what already o bscrved at WKl 1. Today, 

because of erosion and systematic plundering, only a few slabs of 
sandstone are still visible around che pies so chat che "mud ring" is 

che only remnant of the original tumulus. On the northern edge 

of Arca A, four cumuli (Tombs 13-16) arc larger and 
monumentally standing on the most prominent part of the 

elevation. Tomb 13, in particular, is still very well preserved, and 
part of the elencion of the scone ring is visible. The width of the 

ring reaches almost Sm. The aforementioned monumental cumuli 

can to be compared co Tombs 9 and 17 in Nag d-Qarmila. Many 

Egyptian and Pan Grave potsherds were scattered on the surface 
of the cemetery, together with ostrich eggshell beads, mocher-of

pearl spacers, and one pierced Nerita shell from the Red Sea used 

as a pendant together with two scone pebbles. The Egyptian 
pottery ,1ssembled at Sheik Mohammed (SM14) has been 

described by Gallorini4'3 as follows: It is constituted mainly by badly 

weathered body sherds in the same range of fabrics attested at WK! 1, 

with the exception of lVfarl A3 that is not found. The number of 

diagnostics is limited and they belong to types that are not 

chronologically sensitive (Figure 4): mainly small and medium size 

plates and dishes with direct rirn in Nile B2. Marl C and ivfarl A4 

Figures 9a (above) and 9b (below): Examples of Pan Grave 
black copped wares: a) from cemetery Din Toskha 
West (courtesy of Yale Peabody Museum); b) from 
cemetery WKl 1 

clays are present, but onl,y with body sherds. It is worth notice that one 

ofthe dishes in Nile B2 shows traces ofwhite spotted decoration, while 

a body sherd in Nile B2 .from and open jurm, possibly a bowl has 

tr,ues rf pattern burnishing on the inside. Both deum1tive styles, 

which are not attested at WKJ 1, are linked to the [lpper Egyptian 

tradition and are attested at Dra Abu el Naga44 and Deir e1-

Bersha45 in 17th Dynasty contexts. This could suggest for SM 14 a 

dace lacer chan che one proposed for WKI l. 

Cemetery WTJ of Wadi el-Tawil 

The already plundered site WTI in Wadi el-Tawil covers an 

area of c. 20x30 m, like WKl l , but on surface the graves visible 
seem to be less, if not half, chan the other graveyards (fi1:,,1ucs 6a 

and 6b ). Three larger graves are easily recogni:;;able in the central 

part of che burial ground; offering places may be present around 

chose graves, as the finding of clusters of scones not pertaining co 
the cumuli structures, river pebbles and a fragment of ochre 

suggest. A line ofbucrania may have been located co the south west, 

as suggested by the finding of a goat horn close to a sandy elongated 
curved line, noticeable on the ground because without stones. 

Such interpretation is based on what has been found at cemece1y 

WK! l. The majority of the artifacts recorded consist of pottery 

fragments, both of Egyptian and Nubian tradition. Of the c. 40 

Egyptian sherds only chree are diagnostic: a rim of a medium-size 
jar in Marl A3 (Figure 7: 3), the rim of a medium-size jar with 

elongated body in Marl C A3 (Figure 7: 1) and a flac base in Marl 

A2, red polished on the outside and probably on chc inside as well 

A3 (Figure 7: 2). Sherds with Nile Bl and 132 fabrics, as well as the 

same fabrics of the diagnostics, are also reported. A few ostrich egg
shell beads were recovered and, of che collected Ii chic material, chat 

concernporaiy co che cemetery is prob,1hly limited in number. In 

fact most of che lithics date back co the Lace Paleolithic and were 
already locally present. Of particular interest is the recovery of a 

small faience scarab (Figure 8), 7.5mm long, 6mm wide and 
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Figures 10 (left) and I !(right): Diagnostic Nubian pottery from 
WKll 

3.5mm thick, with an inscription in its back side. The three signs 

refer to the formula Rdi R3: given by Ra. This kind of scarab scares 
co be produced around the lace Middle Kingdom, usually made of 

glazed steatite, and ,vill become more common in the Second 

Intermediate Period, made of faicnce;46 it is an amulet usually 

found in lower-class provincial graves of women and children. 
Following this, it should be expected the scarab to be associated to 

a female or juvenile burial and indeed its location in the cemetery 

seems co support such hypothesis, in fact in che area where ic was 

general statement, the Nubian pottery from all cemeteries is hand

made; pinching is sometime visible. Repairing holes are 
occasionally reported, suggesting some of the vessels were restored 

and in use prior to their deposition. Interior surfaces arc coarse, 
smooched, coated and/or burnished; wiping is also atcested.''7 

Exterior surfaces arc coarse, smooched, coated and/or burnished. 

Burnishing strokes are often visible on oncer surfaces and may vary 
from randomly to consistently applied. When burnishing strokes 
arc consistently and obliquely executed they form what can be 

defined as a decorative pattern; according co Giuliani48 chis is a 

typical Pan Grave element. There is no evidence of such pattern 

burnishing in both WKl 1 and SM 14 and only one vessel resemble 

it in WTl; instead it is commonly found, coupled with a black 
topping confined inside the set-off rim (Figure 9a), in contexts 
dated co 17th-early 18th Dynasties ( as examples: Balabish;19 

Elephantine;50 Toskha Cemetery D ), 51 suggesting a specific 
chronological nmmg for such manufacture. The same 

chronological differentiation is relevant also fi>r the black topping. 
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found, at the southeastern periphery of the graveyard ( the center 
being where the largest graves are located) there are the remains of 
a small grave. 

THE NURTAN POTTERY: INTRA-CULTURAL V ARIARTLITY 

The Nubian pottery recovered from WKl 1 accounts for 
about one hundred sherds; that from WT 1 consists of about sixty

six sherds; while that from SM 14 accounts for twenty sherds. As a 

Typical Pan Grave black topped bowls with the blackening 

present only inside the sec-off rim are almost absent from the 
cemeteries under discussion,52 while are common in later sites, 

including chose a.forcmcntioncd. At WKl 1 the black topping is 
more irregular and goes below the set-off rim (Figure 96 ). Another 

one from WT 1 has the black topping confined only on the vessel 

mouth, very similar (also for the rim shape) to the A-Group black 
mouthed wares (Figure 7: 6). There are almost exclusively open 
forms, such as small or medium-size bag-shaped or rounded to 

pointed-shaped bowls with straight or sligh cly inverted bodies and 

four-horned plates (Figures 7, 10, 11, 12). Shapes are quite 

consistent in WK 11 and SM 14, as they are in most of che Pan 

Grave sites of all phases. Some exceptions are found among the 
shapes of black topped vessels from WT 1: they consist ofmedium
size round-shape bowls very similar to chose found in C-Group 

contexts (Figures 7: 4, 5, 7). Out of 5 reconstructed vessels these 
forms account for three. Due to the size of the vessels body, 

thickness is always quite limited (5-7mm); the thinnest examples 
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( c. 4nun) are associated to black topped howls. Rims are 

commonly rounded and ·with few examples of notched and 

impressed decorations. T,vo criss-cross decorated rim bands on a 

black burnished and on a red coated and burnished vessel arc 

reported from WI(] 1 (Figures 10: 11, I 2), while at \v'TI rhe 

former accounts for one example and the latter for two. Set-off rim 

bands arc often present exclusively on the black topped wares; at 

\V'l' I only one example has been found. The set-off rim is mainly 

obtained with a continuous incised line, but there is also evidence 

of simple impressed short lines applied horizontally all ove1· the 

rim band. 

Body decorations are mainly obtained wirh the incision 

technique although some impression,, particularly in Sheikh 

Mohamed cemetery, arc noted as well (figures 7-11-12). Criss

cross bands on the upper body He the most common patterns and 

an intentional recurrence in adding six lines on cop of the first row 

of oblique lines every other six lines was obseived.>3 Criss-cross 

bands arc ofrcn delimited on top and bottom by an incised line, a 

line of simple impressed dots or more complex incised patterns. 

The bounding lines are always added after the main decorntion is 

made. Zonal decorations conflncd on the upper part of the body 

or on the rim band arc the most characteristic. Decorations 

covering the entire oun:r surface are rare and when present 

geometric patterns are preferred. Incised herring bone patterns are 

characteristic of four-horned plates. Decorations too arc time 

semitive, ,ls evidenced in Eleph,lntine: for instance, a criss-cross 

pattern on the upper hody coupled with an incised net pattern on 

the base ( Fib'l!re I 1: 7) seems to be charactnistic of the oldest 

phase of the Pan Graves (Elcphantinc's Bauschicht 13/12 - Late 

12th-mid 13th Dynasties)5
" and indeed irs presence at WKll 

march with the aforesaid chronological artrihution. Sheikh 

Mohamed is the cemetery with more atypical decorations, in 

particular there is a small bowl with a complex, but roughly made, 

decontion covering the whole outer surface and composed of: on 

the 1·im band, a 1 i ne oflarge and deep dots obtained with the simple 

impression technique and ,vith a stylus as an implement; the same 

implement used to obtain an incised chess pattern on the upper 

part of the body, bduw which there an: again large and deep dots, 

th is ti me irregularly arranged; on the bottom part of the vessel 

again incised lines creating an irregular criss-cross pattern (Figure 

12: 1). furrhermore, a sherd has remains of a triangular or 

rhomboidal-shaptd zonal pattern obtained with small simple 

impressed dots (Figure 12: 13). 

Three fahrics were identified: 

1. PGI - Dung tempered fabric, with or without a 

s,mdy-silr matrix: the fine (PG fa) and coarse (PG lb) 

variants are determined by the percentage of 

inclusions in the matrix; straw, sand, mica, ash and 

white inclusions :uc also reported and it is more 

likely that they arc natural inclusions of unsorted or 

badly sorted clay. This is rhe most common fabric 

1 

m cprn 

10 II 13 

Figure 12: Diagnostic Nubian pottery from SMI4 

on both coarse and fine wares and is t:quivalent tu 

fabric IIB in Nordstrom's classiflcation of the 

Nubian pottery.55 

2. PCU - Straw16 tempered fabric, wirh or withom 

sandy-silt matrix: mostly coarse, sometimes with 

some inclusions of dung. Commonly used for 

cooking pots. 

3. PGill - Sand tempered fabric: mostly coarse, 

sometimes with organic and white inclusions. It is 

frequently associated to four-horned plates. It might 

be interpreted as a local variant ofrhe Nubian sand

mnpered Fabric ID.'" A local origin for most of; if 

not all, the pottery may also be indicated by evidence 

of conspicuous inclusions of white clay particles in 
m,my .,herds. These have not yet been analyzed in 

detail but chose from the Predynastic Nubian 

ceramics found in l\'ag cl-Qarmila'x have been 

interpreted a,; possible fragments of saprolite 

(deeply chemically weathered rock, resulting in 

kaolinite), which is present in Aswan and also in the 

\'v cstcrn Desert. 

When comparing the assemblages from che three cemeteries 

there is a striking difkrcncc in the fabrics , with those from SM 14 
being coarser chan chose from \lVKl 1 and WT 1. Differences can 
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also be seen in the decoration and surface treatment, which arc 

here chosen as discriminatory factors for classification. In a 
hierarchical perspective, a decoration is an additional element 
added co the surface rre,1tment. The socio-cultural rne,ming of 
decorations is well known in ,1nthropological ,trch,1eology, thus 
chis attribute cannot be leveled to the other surface treatments. 
Even when decoration is reported on a black topped vessel, a 

surface treatment that is considerate a non-plastic decoration, the 
decoration becomes the major discriminatory faccor.59 There are 
plenty of black topped, burnished or smooth/coarse decorated 
vessels in all assemblages. If they arc not clustered according to chc 
presence/absence of decoration, they would be spread within 
vessels that are actually lacking this asset and the information they 

could produce will be harder to assess. 

1. SC - Smooth Coarse Wares: only three examples in 
WK11. 

2. BIB - Black Burnished Wares (Figure 10: 12): two 
examples from WIG 1 and 9 from WTl (possibly 

belonging co 7 vessels.) 
3. RCB - Red Coated and Burnished Wares (Figure 

10: 11 ): one example each in WK! I and SM 14. 
4. RCBBT - Red Coated, Burnished Black Topped 

Wares (Figures 7: 4-7, 9; 10: 1-10; 12: 7-11): are 
very common in WT l (7 l. 5%) and WKl l ( 63% )611 

but less present in SM14 (25%). 
5. BBBT - Brown Burnished Black Topped Wares: 

only four in WK! I. 
6. DEC - Decorated Wares (,1) fine ,md (b) coarse 

(Fi!,'llres 7-11-12): chcy count for c. 69% in SM14, 
but only 23% in WK! 1 and 15% in WTJ. It is 
interesting to note that decorated vessels in WK! 1 
and WTl are fine and well manufactured, possibly 
suggesting a specific production for funerary/ritual 
purposes; chose from SM 14 instead arc coarser and 
roughly executed, suggesting either a reuse of 
domestic wares or/and a less knowledge/less time 
availability in pottery manufacturing. 

Chronological variations arc attested mainly on decorations 
and surface treatments, while regionalism is attested by variability 
in fabrics. The date suggested by the Egyptian pottery for all 
cemeteries is generally confirmed by the Pan Grave pottery by 
means of close comparisons with rhe Elephantine sequence61

. The 
substantial difference between the pottery assemblages from the 
cemeteries does not seem to be connected only with chronological 
or spatial issues. Not only the pottery from SM 14 is coarser and 
with atypical decorations, bur the percenr,1ge of decorated wares 
versus black topped wares is basically the reverse than in WKl 1 
and WT 1. Moreover, the shape and finishing of black topped 
wares from WT! is peculiar compared to that from the other sites 
and reminds C-Group productions. Ir is worth noticing char is not 
rhe diversity in typology th,1r makes the difference between the 

assemblages but the percentage of each type. Talcing into 
consideration that pottery is one of chc most cfkctivc cultural 
markers available in the archaeological record, intra-cultural 
variability can he suggested. 

CONCLUSION: PERIPATETIC NOMADS IN THE ASWAN 

REGION 

Pan Grnve sires recently found by The Aswan-Korn Ombo 
Archaeological Project (AKAP) in chc area of W est Bank Aswan 
have been examined as case study to support chc assumption that 
the earliest Pan Grave evidence in Upper Egypt and Lower Nubia 
was not related to Medjay specialized workmen, as it sems the case 

in the Old and Middle Kingdoms, but mainly co families of 
Eastern Desert nomads looking for a better living who took 
advantage of cracks in chc E!,'yptian political control co enter the 
region at the end of the Middle Kingdom. During the frw hundred 
years of the Second Intermediate Period families of Medjay could 
settle along rhe Nile Valley ,md become archaeologically visible 
with the name of Pan Grave. The sites discovered in West Bank 
Aswan consist of three cemeteries, possible associated campsites 
and what seems to be a watching station; Middle Nubian rock art 
is also reported from the area. 

Dara on hand suggest char chose sires represent three 
extended families who seeded in the area during the first half of the 

Second Intermediate Period. However, according to chc analysis 
of the Egyptian pottery at least two of the sites (WK! 1 and 
SM14), hut likely the third as well (WTl), were not 
contemporary, probably only overlapping for some time. 
Following chc Semna Dispatches n. 3 and 5, families of Mcdjay 
appear to usually consist of c. 7 individuals: two men, three women 
and two children in the case of Dispatch n. 5. If this is the case, the 
finding of c. 20 graves in the larger cemeteries and probably less in 
WTl, suggest each family remained in the area for c. three 
generations. Assuming a generation corresponds to c. 15/20 years, 
a total of c. 50/60 years is the period the communities from WKI 1 
and SMJ4 lived in West Bank Aswan, while that from W TJ might 
have been there for c. 30/ 40 years, counting for a time frame of c. 
130/ 180 years in total. If indeed the presence of chose families 
partial! y overlapped, the length of the aforesaid time frame should 
be slightly reduced. Following the current chronology, the first 
Pan Grave phase probably lasted for c. 150 years, which indeed 
would flt the proposed rime frame. The re,1son why those families 
were nor contemporarily staying in che ,1rea may be related to 

intra-cultural hostility, limited demand of services by the 
Egyptians or to the impossibility of the environment to sustain 
more than one group per time. Intra-cultural hostility may have 
been triggered by subsistence constrain, which ultimately related 
to chc already discussed climatic conditions, a possible cause for 
the same limited demand by the E!,')'ptians.Judging from the data 
on hand, however, there is no evidence of hostility in any of the 
cemeteries. The struggle co face subsistence constrain was likely 
solved hy moving to ,mother location, ,1s suggested hy the common 
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behavior of peripatetic nomads. 

In reference co chc subsistence stratc,1,'Y employed by chc early 

Pan Grave communities of West Bank Aswan, it is possible to 
propose a wider range of ,1ccivicies than chose related co services for 

che settled community in Elephantine, which included patrolling 

as suggested by che discovery of contemporary rock inscriptions 
and of a possible watching station. The finding of sheep/goat and 

cattle remains in the cemeteries, as well as the use of animal dung 
as temper in the pottery, suggests che household had at lease a 

small-size herd at its disposal, but herding larger flocks may have 

been one of those services provided to the seeded community. 

Evidence oflocally produced ostrich egg-shell beads suggest some 
kind of management of ostriches, maybe only related co the use of 

their eggs, but more likely including hunting of such animals to be 
used as source of me,tt, fe,tthers ,md skin. The vicinity co the river 

and narrow cultivable land may suggest possible activities such as 

fishing and small-scale farming, but no evidence has been detected 

in the current data, as it is the case for hunting. The Egyptian 
pottery found in che cemeteries is interpreted ,ts evidence of' sal,uy 

payment;" in fact foodstuff was che common wage in ancient 

E,1,rypt. Therefore, goods such as grains, wine, beer and garden 

products were probably obtained mainly through working for the 

Egyptians. Craft production of beads is clearly attested., as well as 
!etcher work, matting, ,md pottery. 

The settlement pattern of both cemeteries and campsites 

dearly had a meaning for the Pan Grave communities, which 
unfortunately is difficult to understand. Campsites appear to be 

sheltered from the northern winds by being located ,t!ong the river 

souch of and opposite co che wadi where che graveyard is phced. A 

possible shifting southward of chc sites may be related to the need 

of move closer to Elephantine. A consistency in the location of the 

cemeteries is recorded, among others, also at Hierakonpolis, 
Moalla and Sayala.62 The internal organization of che graveyards, 

with one or few central graves larger in size compared to the others, 

suggests a society with very little inequality among the people, with 

probably only the elders (male and female alike?) in charge of the 

group. That the smaller units of peripatetic nomads are kin-based 

is well addressed by the current theory; a possible concern porary or 
alternative importance of matrilineal and patrilineal links among 

kin-based groups is suggested by ethnographic studies on pastoral 

nomadic societics.61 Unfortunately, che poor state of preservation 
of bones from the cemeteries, in addition to the difficulty of 

performing pertinent scientific analyses on biological samples in 

Egypt, does not allow confirming che kinship of chose individuals. 

The substancial difference between the pottery assemblages from 

the cemeteries supports intra-cultural variability. 
In spice of the closer relationship with Egyptians, both 

funerary and. domestic behaviors appear bond to the Nubian 

tradition. Pottery and a scarab arc essentially the only E!:,ryptian 

objects found thus far in the local Pan Grave concexts. This 

suggests an appropriation by these early Pan Grave communities 
of Egyptian elements, buc not the creHion of hybrid elements, as 

it is clearly che case in some of the P,m Grave cemeteries of the 

second phase.64 However, che meaning of the E!,ryptian objects is 
reconcepcualized by the Pan Grave when they are used in funerary 

contexts for ritual offerings/consumption. Thus, even if the 
materi,t!icy of items is not transformed by che early Pan Grave, a 

"relational entanglement" is produced anyway. According co 

Stockhammer65 in face there is a difference between "material 

entanglement:" when a newly created object combines the familiar 
with the foreign and may become appropriated and entangled 

with foreign social practices as well as local ones, and. "relational 
entanglement:" when new meanings become attached to a foreign 

object, which may even be transformed inco a personal possession. 

The complex preparation of the graveyard space, with cleaning of 

the area to dig emplacements for pots and offering places, as well 
as grave's pies, the preparation of che stone superstructure and che 

evidence of offerings perpetuated through time, including 
bucrania associated to the larger graves, dearly attest of a strong 

rituality, which is described. for the first time in the literature. 

The theory on peripatetic nomads thus well explains early 
Pan Grave communities, cheir socio-economic order, and their 

ethnic and ideological affiliation and allows exploring the socio

cultural dynamics between them and Egypt during the Second 
Intermediate Period. A revision of data from past excavations, 

which will probably produce a similar intra-cultural, chronologict! 

and spatial variability, is highly needed. 
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